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Abstract—An estimate of aftershock activity due to a theore-

tical underground nuclear explosion is produced using an

aftershock rate model. The model is developed with data from the

Nevada National Security Site, formerly known as the Nevada Test

Site, and the Semipalatinsk Test Site, which we take to represent

soft-rock and hard-rock testing environments, respectively. Esti-

mates of expected magnitude and number of aftershocks are

calculated using the models for different testing and inspection

scenarios. These estimates can help inform the Seismic Aftershock

Monitoring System (SAMS) deployment in a potential Compre-

hensive Test Ban Treaty On-Site Inspection (OSI), by giving the

OSI team a probabilistic assessment of potential aftershocks in the

Inspection Area (IA). The aftershock assessment, combined with an

estimate of the background seismicity in the IA and an empirically

derived map of threshold magnitude for the SAMS network, could

aid the OSI team in reporting. We apply the hard-rock model to a

M5 event and combine it with the very sensitive detection threshold

for OSI sensors to show that tens of events per day are expected up

to a month after an explosion measured several kilometers away.

Key words: OSI, SAMS, Passive method, Signal processing,

Seismic.

1. Introduction

An explosion produces an aftershock sequence

that is similar in character to a sequence from an

earthquake (KITOV and KUZNETSOV 1990), so the same

Omori decay in time and Gutenberg-Richter distri-

bution in magnitude can be employed to model the

explosion aftershock sequence. FORD and WALTER

(2010) found that explosion aftershocks were fewer

in number and lower in magnitude than earthquake

aftershocks for similarly sized explosions and earth-

quakes. This observation prompted them to use an

earthquake aftershock model calibrated from Western

US seismicity to test the hypothesis that a given

aftershock sequence is due to an earthquake.

The presence of explosion-induced aftershocks

led to the requirement for a seismic capability in an

On-Site Inspection (OSI). The search area for an OSI

could be greatly reduced if explosion-induced after-

shocks could be located. Therefore, it is important to

model the spatial and temporal behavior of these

aftershocks in order to assess the seismic capability in

an OSI. The proposed aftershock rate model can

predict this behavior for a given explosion size and

location in an OSI-triggering event.

In order to determine the parameters of the

aftershock model, we attempted to stack Nevada Test

Site (NTS) explosion aftershock sequences, but there

were not enough aftershocks detected by the regional

networks at the time. We searched for high-resolution

studies of explosion aftershock sequences that could

provide data on aftershock rate and magnitude dis-

tribution. The requirement that magnitude data be

available precluded many aftershock studies from

use, since most employed an uncalibrated measure-

ment of relative amplitude. This approach is fine for

aftershock decay studies, but is not useful for pro-

ducing an absolute, transportable aftershock model.

Three studies were found to fit our requirements, and

fortunately, they span a range of environments. In the

work that follows, we develop models from each of

these studies that we propose can be used as standards

in each environment, and then we employ the models

to predict aftershock seismicity in the context of OSI

planning, deployment, and reporting.

2. Method

REASENBERG and JONES (1989, 1994) combined the

Omori law that describes the power-law decay in the

number of aftershocks N with time t,
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NðtÞ ¼ Kðt � tcÞ�p ; ð1Þ

for tc[ 0, where tc is the time of the mainshock, p

describes the decay, and K is related to the produc-

tivity of the sequence, with the Gutenberg-Richter

description of magnitude M distribution

NðMÞ ¼ A10�bM ; ð2Þ

where b describes the ratio of small to large events

and A is related to the productivity of the se-

quence, to determine an aftershock rate equation

given by

kðt;DMÞ ¼ 10aþbDMt�p ; ð3Þ

where DM is the difference between the mainshock

magnitude Mm and the aftershock magnitude M

(DM = Mm - M), and a is proportional to the seis-

micity rate (WIEMER 2000), which substitutes for the

productivity terms, K and A, and is given by

a ¼ log10ðKÞ � bðMm �MminÞ ; ð4Þ

where Mmin is the magnitude of the smallest event

recorded in the aftershock sequence. We calculate

the parameters p, b, and K for each aftershock study

by fitting the distribution of events in time and

magnitude and Mm and Mmin from the explosion

magnitude and minimum recorded aftershock,

respectively.

Assuming a nonhomogeneous Poissonian occur-

rence of aftershocks, the probability of N events

occurring above magnitude M within an interval (0, t)

is

pðN; tÞ ¼
R t

0
kðtÞdt

� �N

N!
exp �

Z t

0

kðtÞdt
� �

: ð5Þ

FELZER and BRODSKY (2006) showed that a power-

law decay in aftershock density q with radial distance

r from the mainshock is appropriate so that aftershock

spatial density can be described as

qðrÞ ¼ cr�n ð6Þ

where n is the decay constant and c is related to the

number of aftershocks. We calculate the parameter n

by fitting the distribution of events in space. The

probability density function is from the Pareto dis-

tribution of the form

pðrÞ ¼ n� 1

rmin

r

rmin

� ��n

ð7Þ

where we must assume a minimum distance cutoff

rmin where the probability goes to zero at r\ rmin.

The implications of this will be discussed later.

3. Data and Models

We make use of three explosion aftershock data

sets that encompass a range of geologies. The first is

from the well-studied underground nuclear explosion,

BENHAM, the second is from the high-explosive

underground explosion named the Non-Proliferation

Experiment (NPE), and the third is from an under-

ground nuclear explosion in Shaft 1352. The first two

took place at the NTS in volcanic tuffs and the third

occurred at the Semipalatinsk Test Site (STS) in

granite. Table 1 summarizes the explosion informa-

tion and the aftershock reference.

HAMILTON (1972b) measured the magnitude dis-

tribution of BENHAM aftershocks and found a

b value of 1.4, but noted this may be due to under-

estimation of larger aftershocks, in which case a

value closer to 1.0 is more appropriate. STAUDER

(1971) performed a more thorough study of BEN-

HAM aftershocks and found a b value of 1.02. This is

the value we will use to characterize the sequence.

HAMILTON and HEALY (1969) plot the number of

aftershocks per day as a function of days after the

explosion. The decay has power-law behavior until

the 15th day, when a ML3.7 earthquake occurred

nearby that caused an increase in measured after-

shocks (HAMILTON 1972b). Therefore, we only

calculate p and K from the first 15 days of observa-

tion (Fig. 1). BENHAM was a ML6.3 (HAMILTON

1969) and the minimum magnitude measured in the

HAMILTON (1972b) study was ML1.3, which gives a

DM = 5. HAMILTON et al. (1972a) also plot the

number of aftershocks per km as a function of dis-

tance from the explosion. We use this information to

calculate n (Fig. 2).

JARPE et al. (1994) presented the magnitude dis-

tribution of the NPE, which we measured to find a

b value of 1.10. Since a count of aftershocks per day

was made at only a few times, JARPE (1994) combined
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the measurements with other explosion aftershock

sequences in similar geology. We use this combined

data set to measure p and K (Fig. 3); however, since

there are so few measurements, the error is large.

JARPE (1994) report that the NPE was a ML4.0 and the

minimum magnitude that was measured was ML–0.5,

which gives a DM = 4.5. Explosion aftershocks were

not located in any of these studies, so a determination

of n cannot be made.

ADUSHKIN and SPIVAK (1995) report on several

explosion aftershock studies at STS and they analyze

in detail the Shaft 1352 explosion. The b value in-

ferred from their plot of aftershock amplitude

distribution is 1.00. The p and K values were extracted

from the plot of aftershocks per hour, by ADUSHKIN

(1995) (Fig. 4). ADUSHKIN (1995) did not report the

minimum magnitude measured in the aftershock

study, but rather reported peak velocities for each

event in order to infer a b value. We therefore used a

magnitude (MPV) equation appropriate for local-to-

regional distance P waves recorded in the region,

MPV = log10(A/T) ? r(r) (A. Belyashov, personal

communication), where A is the displacement, T is the

period of the measurement, and r is the attenuation

correction that is a function of distance r. The smallest

distance for which there is a correction is 10 km, but

the study at Shaft 1352 measured aftershocks at a

distance of *1 km, so we extrapolate the correction

to that distance and we estimate that the aftershocks

had a period of measurement of *0.1 s. We also

convert the reported smallest velocity measured in the

study, 0.4 lm/s, to a displacement by dividing by 2p
under the harmonic assumption. The minimum

Table 1

Explosion aftershock data set information

Shot Date Site/location Type Yield (kt) Depth (m) References

BENHAM 19-Dec-68 NTS/Pahute Mesa Welded tuff 1,150 1,402 HAMILTON (1972b)

NPE 22-Sep-93 NTS/Rainier Mesa Tuff 1 390 JARPE (1994)

Shaft 1352 8-Jul-89 STS/Balapan Granite 35 550 ADUSHKIN (1995)

NPE Non-Proliferation Experiment, NTS Nevada Test Site, STS Semipalatinsk Test Site

Figure 1
Aftershock rate for the explosion, BENHAM (HAMILTON 1969).

The shaded area is the formal error in the model

Figure 2
Aftershock linear density for the explosion, BENHAM (HAMILTON

1972b). The shaded area is the formal error in the model for

distance[ 750 m
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magnitude in the study is M–0.3 and the explosion

magnitude was 5.6 (KHALTURIN et al. 2001). ADUSHKIN

(1995) also plot the number of aftershocks as a

function of distance from the explosion. We use this

information to calculate n (Fig. 5).

Since BENHAM occurred on Pahute Mesa in

more competent, higher-strength volcanics than the

NPE on Rainier Mesa, we will refer to the models

from these two sequences as NTS-hard and NTS-soft,

respectively. The explosion in Shaft 1352 occurred in

granite at Balapan, and the model from this sequence

will be named STS-hard. Table 2 summarizes the

model parameters for each aftershock data set.

Using the parameters given in Table 2, we define

a family of three aftershock models that span a range

of geologic media, NTS-hard (BENHAM), NTS-soft

(NPE), and STS-hard (Shaft 1352). Figure 6 gives the

aftershock rate of events with magnitudes greater

than five units less than the explosion (DM = 5) for

each of the explosion models, and for general com-

parison, an earthquake aftershock model used by the

US Geological Survey, SoCal (GERSTENBERGER et al.

2004). The earthquake model has the greatest rate,

followed by the explosion models ordered by de-

creasing medium strength or competency, STS-hard,

NTS-hard, and NTS-soft. We can manipulate the

event probability to estimate the probability of at

least one aftershock larger than a given magnitude

(1—probability of no aftershocks). Figure 7 shows

these probabilities for each model as a function of

time after the explosion for DM = 2. We can also

Figure 3
Aftershock rate for the explosion, NPE (circles), and others in

similar geology (squares) (JARPE 1994). The shaded area is the

formal error in the model

Figure 4
Aftershock rate for the Shaft 1352 explosion (ADUSHKIN 1995). The

shaded area is the formal error in the model

Figure 5
Aftershock linear density for the Shaft 1352 explosion (ADUSHKIN

1995). The shaded area is the formal error in the model
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manipulate the event probability to estimate the cu-

mulative number of expected aftershocks given a

probability and observation time after the explosion.

Figure 8 shows these numbers for each model where

recording starts 1 day, 1 week, and 1 month after the

explosion occurs. Note that only three events are

predicted in a 3-day observation period for the NTS-

soft model where observation begins 1 month after

the explosion (Fig. 8c).

4. Application

If we combine the explosion aftershock model

with a network geometry and station detection level,

we can predict, with a given probability, the

observation of an explosion aftershock at a given

time since the explosion. Details of the mini-arrays

and processing used in a Seismic Aftershock

Monitoring System (SAMS) deployment are given in

SICK and JOSWIG (2014). Figure 9 gives the magnitude

of detection (MD) curve for the SAMS, as determined

from data for a field experiment in Finland in 2009

(DE09) in competent rock, fit with a second order

polynomial on log-distance. We randomly design a

potential OSI deployment geometry and calculate the

predicted number of aftershocks detected at each

station with a probability of 0.90 for a given day after

the explosion. Figure 10 shows the results for 1 week

Table 2

Aftershock model parameters

Shot Name Mm Mmin log10(K) a p b n

BENHAM NTS-hard 6.3 1.3 2.76 -2.69 1.36 1.02 2.28

NPE NTS-soft 4.0 –0.5 2.00 -3.40 1.53 1.10 –

Shaft 1352 STS-hard 5.6 –0.3 3.38 -2.47 1.06 1.00 2.21
a SoCal – – – -1.67 1.08 0.91 1.80

a SoCal model is from an analysis of Southern California earthquakes (GERSTENBERGER 2004)

Figure 6
Aftershock rate (events/day) for the three explosion models (color)

and an earthquake model (black) for events with magnitude greater

than the mainshock magnitude (Mm) minus 5

Figure 7
Probability of at least one aftershock with magnitude greater than

two less than the mainshock magnitude where the duration begins

(ti) 1 day after the mainshock time (t0) for the three explosion

models (color) and an earthquake model (black)
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and 1 month after an M5 and M4 explosion-trigger-

ing event.

5. Discussion

The b value is near one for all models, which is

similar to earthquake studies, though there is some

suggestion that weaker source material increases the

b value, but with such small studies, this is difficult to

demonstrate. An apparent relationship to source

medium strength is the decrease of p value and in-

crease in a value, so that explosion aftershocks in

competent rock are more abundant for a longer du-

ration than aftershocks in weaker media. PHILLIPS

et al. (1999) analyzed the aftershock sequence of a

controlled mine collapse and found a p value = 1.3,

similar to the NTS-hard model. KGARUME et al.

(2010) found values close to 1 for both the p and

b values in gold mine tremor aftershocks, where the

distance decay parameter suggested dynamic trig-

gering. The distance decay (c value) in explosion

aftershocks is similar in both the ‘hard’ models and

greater than some earthquake models, suggesting

static stress as the dominant transfer mechanism,

which is consistent with the conclusions of PARSONS

and VELASCO (2009). Also, there seems to be an offset

in distance from the detonation point, where the

power-law behavior begins. This offset is greater than

the cavity radius, and may be related to poor loca-

tions from simple velocity models that don’t account

for damage around the cavity.

The detections per station shown in Fig. 10 can be

used in planning and interpretation of seismic data

from an OSI for any given station configuration.

These maps are very dependent on the magnitude of

Figure 8
Expected cumulative number of events with magnitude greater than

five less than the mainshock magnitude at a probability of 0.90 for

the NTS-hard model where recording begins 1 day (a), 1 week (b),

and 1 month (c) after the mainshock for the three explosion models

(color) and an earthquake model (black)

Figure 9
Magnitude of detection as a function of distance from the event.

The data (red circles) are fit with a simple second order polynomial

on log-distance (black line)
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detection relationship (as given in Fig. 9), where

stations close to the explosion epicenter can detect

more than a thousand events in a day even days after

the large explosion. This is due to the very low de-

tection threshold of the SAMS, so that for a explosion

magnitude of 5 (left panel, Fig. 10), stations 10 km

away from the epicenter detect events according to a

rate equation where DM = 6. This effect can be seen

when comparing with a explosion magnitude 4 event

(right panel, Fig. 10), where the number of detections

Figure 10
Number of detected events over a 25 by 40 km area at a given station (circle) for a explosion at the center of the deployment (12�, 20) with

magnitude 5 (Mm5, left panel) and 4 (Mm4, right panel), 1 week (a) and 1 month (b) after the explosion. White circles are zero detections
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is an order of magnitude less. These predictive

models could be improved with more data to define

the detection threshold and its error.

The predictive power of the explosion aftershock

models could be used in the planning and deployment

of the SAMS in a potential OSI as part of the Com-

prehensive Test Ban Treaty. The planned deployment

could be evaluated for a predicted number of after-

shocks detected, and this could guide the OSI team in

its use of resources. Ideally, maps like those shown in

Fig. 10 would have an additional layer of seismic

noise to help in determining the true detection

threshold at a site (SICK et al. 2013).

6. Conclusions

The spatial and temporal distribution of after-

shocks due to an explosion can be described with the

aftershock rate and distance decay models used for

earthquake aftershocks. The parameters for the model

are dependent on the source medium, and we define

three parameterizations based on aftershock records

from explosions in hard rock at STS and NTS, as well

as less competent rock at NTS. The log-ratio of the

number of large to small events (b value) for each

model is approximately one, and the decay rate

(p value) decreases and productivity (a value) in-

creases with source medium strength.

The models are applied to a fictitious site in-

spection scenario and combined with station

detection thresholds and site geometry to predict the

number of events detected for a given explosion

magnitude and observation day. These predictions

can be used as tools to aid in the deployment and

analysis of Seismic Aftershock Monitoring System

data during an on-site inspection scenario.
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